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Abstract: Geographical Information System (GIS) technologies have been the object of considerable interest to all bodies concerned 
with space and in particular emergency services and disaster management in Korea, in collaboration with all other bodies responsible 
for prevention and management of all major risks. In the disaster relief phase, GIS is extremely useful in combination with Global 
Positioning System in search and rescue operations in areas that have been devastated and where it is difficult to find ones bearings. 
However, in case of disaster, we are faced with difficulties because we can not collect and analyze the information of the occurrence 
area systematically after a disaster occurrence. The aim of this paper is to propose the web-based disaster-relief system for sufferers 
from disaster in order to supply the relief goods efficiently. This system analyzes the disaster areas and determines the disaster-relief 
goods which are suitable to an each area appropriately. Consequently, this research contribute to minimize of damage area and to 
support recovery activity.  
Keywords: Web-based disaster relief system, WebGIS, Catastrophe. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Natural disasters include earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, fires, floods, hurricanes, tropical storms, cyclones, landslides 

and other events that cause loss of life and livelihoods. It is estimated that almost 3 million people have perished as a 
result of natural disasters in the past three decades while tens of millions have suffered hardship. In recent years, the 
focus of disaster management community is increasingly moving on to more effective utilization of emerging 
technologies such as remote sensing, Geographic Information System, and Satellite Communication, enabling to prepare 
for and mitigate potential impacts. Several critical inputs are required in order to take preventive measures through 
vulnerability analysis, hazard zonation and prior risk assessment at regional and local levels and timely and reliable 
weather forecasts and advance warnings of severe weather to minimize loss of life and damage and facilitate timely and 
effective rescue, relief and rehabilitation of the affected population. However, under the existing framework in the 
country, the responsibility of undertaking rescue, relief and rehabilitation measures rests with the concerned Government. 
The Central Government provides financial and logistic support in the event of major disasters. A Crisis Management 
Committee in the regional government with senior representatives from the Government departments and Central 
agencies located in the region oversees the disaster management actions. Here, in this research, we made an analysis the 
system problem of national disaster-relief. Then we propose the web-based disaster-relief system for sufferers from 
disaster in order to supply the relief goods efficiently. Proposed system analyzes the disaster areas and disaster-relief 
goods which are suitable to an each area. Consequently, this research contribute to minimize of damage area and to 
support recovery activity.  

 
 

2. Assessment Problem of Existing Disaster-relief System 
 
2.1 Assessment Problem of disaster-relief goods supplies 

 
At the beginning of the disaster-relief activity, the collected goods have to go to the people who need them the most. 

For example, when some families with small children are among those who suffer the most in disasters, many have lost 
everything and need the following essential items to help them through the next critical months: 
 
- Canned precooked rice, meats and vegetables  
- Cots, tarps, tools, fans, anything that makes shade 
- Dry goods  
- Paper products (toilet paper, fem. products, baby wipes and diapers etc) 
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- Shoes and clothing in all sizes 
- Empty boxes for packaging of the supplies are also welcome. 

 
However, those goods consist almost entirely of the basic necessaries of life and it is very hard to avoid duplication of 

providing materials because each sponsor provide similar item of disaster-relief goods. Subsequently, the big problem of 
providing system of disaster-relief goods is that sufferers who are in unexpected disaster area cannot receive anything 
timely and effective rescue. Basically, those rescue activities are performed by the experiences of an emergency 
management planner and made possible by a unique partnership of local, regional, and central government agencies that 
responded to major disasters in Korea. However, we know that organizing emergency response information in the 
aftermath of a disaster is virtually impossible. In this point, GIS seemed like the perfect tool to organize the disaster-
relief system; we can pick out essential elements of information, organize it, and make management decisions quickly. 
GIS technology also facilitates emergency management planning prior to natural disasters because it helps capture, 
illuminate, analyze, and display complex information in comprehensive, integrated, and meaningful ways. 
 
 
2.2 Basic concept of disaster-relief system using GIS 
 

Most disasters are characterized by short reaction/response times, overwhelming devastation to infrastructure, and a 
strain on the tangible and intangible resources of the affected community. Decision makers at local and central levels are 
expected to quickly implement plans to restore order and mitigate the aftermath of the disaster. When properly trained, 
emergency planners and geospatial analysts can take advantage of GIS to aid in tasks such as establishing 
communications sites, restoring electrical power, and routing emergency supplies to critical facilities.  

 
For geospatial analysts, the challenge is to quickly gather data and accurately fuse it together to support emergency 

planners. GIS tool is a powerful mechanism available to emergency planners for collecting, storing, analyzing, and 
sharing the geospatial information needed by agencies to effectively support operations and restore disaster-affected 
communities in a relatively efficient manner.  

 
For emergency planners, GIS can facilitate critical decision making before a disaster strikes and in the crucial early 

stages of disaster relief operation. Geospatial products can provide important information such as locations of critical 
facilities, transportation routes, and areas affected by follow-on events such as flooding. These products can be used in 
every stage of a disaster relief operation, but it is necessary to have an existing GIS, a well-trained analyst, and access to 
credible data sources.  

 
Fusing geospatial products, such as remotely sensed imagery with a digital topographic map, can aid response to a 

tornado by helping determine tornado destruction paths and allocate debris-clearing resources. Vector data can be fused 
to this product for network analysis to determine the best route to haul generators from a staging area to power up critical 
facilities. In addition, this product can be fused later with elevation data derived from Light Detection and Ranging 
(LIDAR) to identify low-lying areas and create image-based flood maps for post-disaster insurance claims. Geospatial 
analysts trained for disaster relief operations can provide these types of products to emergency planners before, during, 
and after disasters have impacted an area. 
 
 

To be able to create products and formulate analysis, it is critical that geospatial analysts, 
 

- Have access to a GIS, preferably one using a powerful GIS software package with a full range of functionality. 
- Understand data mining and what data will best support a particular disaster relief operation. 
- Understand that data integrity includes data sources, data structure/format, and spatial and/or spectral accuracy. 
- Understand the types of products that will need to be produced for decision makers during various stages of the 

disaster relief operation. 
 
 

The goal is to develop timely, accurate, and relevant geospatial information that can be easily interpreted by a plethora 
of end users for a wide range of disaster relief functions. Moreover, the geospatial information must be measurable 
quantitatively and qualitatively to assure the credibility and integrity of the products produced in support of the disaster 
relief effort (http://www.esri.com). 



3. System Proposal 
 
Environment visualization becomes popular gradually on Internet websites for tourism or virtual reality. So far, most 

of these websites provide still image-based visualization. Therefore, it is monotonous due to its fixed angle and 
viewpoint. Recently, panoramas have appeared to give more impressive visualization. Although the panorama enables 
the user to pan and zoom, the viewpoint of the panorama remains fixed. More impressive form of environment 
visualization is required to allow the user to view environment scenes from arbitrary viewpoints and angles. The 
Geographic Information System data well meet the requirement.  

 
A broad class of applications requires tools for situation understanding and management to help users assess complex 

situations and develop responses. To address such needs, PKNU(Pukyong National University) disaster relief system 
propose integrating a rich set of components and services that give end users a wide range of capabilities to explore, 
cross-correlate and interrelate geographic, spatial and visual information, data and text/document views. Here we have 
focused upon helping humanitarian assistance/disaster relief organizations with rapid-response mission requirements. 
Such organizations need to be able to quickly stand up rescue teams backed by the information, materiel, and support 
services available for the region in which the disaster is developing. Within this scenario, PKNU disaster-relief systems’ 
main goal is to help rescue teams understand facts and events in relation to space and time in a collaborative fashion. The 
system provides users with the ability to closely link geographical and documentary information about a region to help 
assess the impact of a disaster, identify assets and partners that can help respond to the problem, and help organize the 
application of those assets.  
 

Proposed system includes:  
 
1. The ability to find and display both geographic and document-based views of an area in which a disaster is playing out. 

These include the ability to combine related information into clusters using information analysis clustering services, as 
well as user-defined clusters and compare the different classification results found. 

 
2. The ability to find and display both geographic and document-based information in a bidirectional linked fashion. 

Users can select a subregion of a custom geographic display and get shown not just what documents are known about 
that sub-region, but how they are organized and what characterizes their contents. Conversely, users can act on the 
document organization, select documents and images and see them displayed together with related maps, images and 
documents that help understand the geographic context of the selected set of objects. 

 
3. The ability to select a document and/or image and see plotted on a map the locations that they reference. This includes 

the ability to extract address information from semi-structured documents and retrieve the appropriate maps that 
reference the extracted locations. 

 
4. The ability to register services at run-time. Users can register services and helper tools by either modifying the 

service’s source code to implement a specific service interface, or write a wrapper that implements the desired interface 
and can be used to exchange information with the service. This system provides one interface for each general class of 
services that are available in the system. These services help users refine and structure the set of available information 
in order to support a particular task at hand. These tasks can initiate automated analysis tools which can draw upon both 
kinds of information. 

 
5. A collaborative framework where users can exchange information and collaborate over tasks. The system supports 

both asynchronous and synchronous collaboration environments. The collaboration takes place among users logged in a 
common session, and collaborative tasks within this session are performed by marking, annotating, and editing 
information in their views.  

 
The above set of capabilities implemented in this system is drawn upon several in-house tools, as well as tools 

developed at other research institutes (Murilo et al, 1999).  
 
Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the current version of the PKNU disaster relief system Component Registry tool. 

 



 
 

Figure 1. A snapshot of the current version of the PKNU disaster relief system Component Registry tool. 
 

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Disaster relief operations provide a range of challenges for geospatial analysts, from getting data in a format that is 
usable to creating quantitative analysis for the distribution of relief funds. A trained geospatial analyst equipped with GIS 
tool and a quality dataset can provide decision makers with the information needed to restore order to a stricken area. The 
methods and techniques described here will provide a geospatial analyst assigned to a disaster relief operation with some 
basic tools for developing a training plan that addresses the wide range of operations, from floods to fires, and while 
taking into account the time-constrained nature of disaster response and relief. 
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